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Abstract
Introduction Diminished motivation (e.g., low drive, curiosity, and engagement in activities) is associated with robust
impairment in psychosocial functioning in schizophrenia, yet even the most effective evidence-based interventions rarely
effect meaningful change in motivation. Individual Resiliency Training (IRT) is a psychosocial treatment for individuals
following a first episode of psychosis, supporting motivation through recovery goal setting and pursuit. The extent to which
such an approach might improve motivation over time is unknown.
Method We tested the impact of exposure to IRT modules focused on goal setting and attainment on motivation and
functional outcomes among participants in the Recovery After an Initial Schizophrenia Episode-Early Treatment Program
(RAISE-ETP). In the sample of 404 individuals with a first episode of psychosis receiving treatment across 34 community
sites, we ran mixed-effect models with group (exposed to four or more goal-focused IRT sessions vs. Community Care (CC)),
time (baseline, six- and 12-month follow-up), and the group-by-time interaction as predictors of motivation, role and social
functioning. We also ran these analyses with those exposed to three or fewer goal-focused IRT sessions compared to CC.
Results Controlling for gender, ethnicity, baseline cognition, and total number of outpatient mental health visits, exposure
to four or more goal-focused IRT sessions was associated with greater improvements in motivation and role functioning
compared to CC; effects were not observed for social functioning. Participants receiving three or fewer goal-focused IRT
sessions did not differ from those in CC in these outcomes. Further, sensitivity analysis showed that general exposure to IRT
was not associated with differential outcomes.
Conclusions Findings suggest that sufficient focus on recovery goal setting and support in psychosocial intervention for
first-episode psychosis may have specific impact on motivation.
Keywords Motivation · Goal setting · First-episode psychosis · Psychosocial treatment

Focusing on recovery goals improves
motivation in first‑episode psychosis
The negative symptoms of psychotic disorders, including
experiential (e.g., avolition, asociality) and expressive (e.g.,
alogia, flat affect) deficits, are present across the course
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of illness [1–3]. Motivational deficits (i.e., avolition) are
primary contributors to impaired psychosocial functioning, such as limited engagement in meaningful roles and
reduced quality and quantity of interpersonal relationships
[4, 5]. Many empirically supported psychosocial interventions for psychosis do not address motivation directly, but
rather focus on outcomes (e.g., work/school participation,
social functioning) by targeting social or independent living
skills, teaching strategies for coping with low expectations
for success, or providing environmental supports to facilitate
adaptive skill attainment. For example, while there is some
evidence that psychosocial interventions such as social skills
training (SST; [6]) and cognitive behavioral therapy for psychosis (CBTp; [7]) can reduce negative symptoms, there is
limited evidence for psychosocial interventions effectively
reducing motivational impairment specifically.
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Motivation is a multifaceted construct that can be challenging to define, which may make it difficult to target
directly in psychosocial interventions. Broadly speaking,
motivation is operationalized as drive for or desire to engage
in goal-directed activity, and is often measured through
self-reported preferences, emotional states (e.g., pleasure
in anticipation of a desired outcome), and observed behavior (e.g., effort exerted to attain the desired outcome). Two
widely used measures of motivational impairment in psychosis are the Clinical Assessment Interview for Negative
Symptoms (CAINS; [8]) and the Heinrich’s Quality of Life
Scale (QLS; [9]), in which respondents report on recent
desires, emotions, and behaviors that serve as indicators
of general levels of motivation. Motivational impairment
in psychosis is a primary limiting factor of behaviors that
facilitate successful goal attainment [1, 4].
Drawing from the broader literature on health behavior change in the general population, supporting people in
identifying and setting goals can be an effective intervention
across a variety of clinical needs, with a recent meta-analysis
showing a unique positive effect of goal-setting interventions
on behavior change outcomes (d = 0.34; [10]). Setting goals
that are specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timebound (SMART) allows for the structuring of activities in
ways that support regular engagement and sustained motivation; such structuring of goals is believed to enhance expectancies of success [11, 12]. Furthermore, framing goals in
terms of their relevance for life values—a set of general and
relatively stable beliefs about what is desirable—can influence the salience of different goals and, thus, the motivation
to attain them [13, 14]. As such, goal setting is a specific
approach to supporting people in engaging in actions that
lead to meaningful behavior change.
For people with serious mental illness, existing data suggest that goal setting alone may be insufficient to support
the attainment of targeted psychosocial outcomes, such as
occupational goals. Typically, goal setting in psychosocial
treatment for psychosis is combined with training of specific skills (as in SST) and cognitive-behavioral strategies for
reducing barriers to goal attainment. Broad-based psychoeducational programs, like Illness Management and Recovery
(IMR) may also incorporate elements of skills training and
cognitive-behavioral strategies. Granholm and colleagues
(2014) compared their Cognitive-Behavioral Social Skills
Training (CBSST) intervention to a control group that consisted of goal setting and support alone [15]. The authors
found significant improvements in psychosocial functioning
in the CBSST group, but no change in the goal-setting-alone
intervention. Thus, goal setting and support may be a necessary but insufficient feature of psychosocial interventions for
improving functioning.
Individual Resiliency Training (IRT) was developed as the primary psychotherapy intervention in the
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comprehensive NAVIGATE program for first-episode psychosis (Mueser et al., 2015), which was evaluated in a large
cluster randomized controlled trial in the Recovery After
an Initial Schizophrenia Episode-Early Treatment Program
(RAISE-ETP; [16]). A premise of IRT is that helping clients identify and work toward goals that are meaningful to
personal recovery will harness the motivation necessary to
improve psychosocial functioning outcomes [17]. In IRT,
goals are initially explored and identified in the goal setting module, which is typically delivered over several sessions conducted early in the course of IRT, with subsequent
follow-up and work on goals occurring throughout the program. Participants begin this module with a discussion of
what the word “recovery” means to them, which is followed
by consideration of important areas of their life that they
would like to change, and their personal character strengths
that may help them achieve their goals. The identification
or personal strengths is thought to both facilitate goal pursuit and increase the experience of positive affect during the
process [18].
While primary outcomes of RAISE-ETP indicated that
participants in the NAVIGATE program improved more in
motivation and psychosocial functioning than did those who
received usual community care, it is unclear whether the
amount of time devoted to goal setting in IRT influenced
these key outcomes. Thus, in the current report, we evaluated whether gains in motivation and psychosocial outcomes
for participants the NAVIGATE program were stronger in
participants who received the recommended number of IRT
goal setting sessions compared to those who received a suboptimal number of sessions. Our primary hypothesis was
that participants who received an adequate number of goal
setting sessions (exposed) would improve more in motivation and associated outcomes (role and social functioning)
than did participants in the community care condition.

Methods
Participants
Participants were part of the National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH)-funded RAISE-ETP. RAISE-ETP was
a clinical trial that compared comprehensive treatment
(NAVIGATE) for first-episode schizophrenia spectrum disorders to usual community care (CC). Four hundred and
four participants (aged 15–40) were recruited across 34
community mental health treatment centers in 21 states. All
participants received intervention lasting up to two years.
Diagnostic inclusion criteria were a single episode of psychosis in the context of schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, schizophreniform disorder, brief psychotic disorder, or
psychotic disorder NOS. Exclusion criteria were a clinically
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significant head trauma, other serious medical conditions, or
prior receipt of antipsychotic medications for 6 months or
more. All participants provided written informed consent
(and assent with parental/guardian consent for participants
under 18 years old). This study was approved by the appropriate ethics committee and was conducted in accordance
with the ethical standards laid down in the 1964 Declaration
of Helsinki and its later amendments.

NAVIGATE treatment program—Individual
Resiliency Training (IRT)
The NAVIGATE program consisted of four integrated interventions that clients participated in based on their treatment
preferences and goals (see [17]), including Individual Resiliency Training (IRT), Family Education Program, Supported
Employment and Education, and personalized medication
management. IRT consists of weekly or biweekly individual psychotherapy designed to support clients in setting and
striving for personal recovery goals, enhancing wellness
and resiliency, learning about psychosis and treatment, and
improving illness self-management [16, 19]. Each IRT session lasts approximately one hour. Across all NAVIGATE
participants, the median number of IRT sessions attended
in the first 12 months of the program was 12 (i.e., roughly
one session per month), with a range from 0 to 50 sessions. IRT incorporates the stress-vulnerability model, the
recovery model, psychiatric rehabilitation, and cognitivebehavioral therapy into the conceptual framework of treatment. Recovery goals developed collaboratively early in the
intervention are designed to build motivation to learn illness self-management skills similar to the approach in the
Illness Management and Recovery (IMR) program [20]).
Seven standard modules are recommended for all clients,
with seven additional modules designed to be covered on
an as-needed basis; all modules are outlined in a detailed
treatment manual.
In RAISE-ETP, IRT was mainly provided by master’s
level clinicians (75%) who received in-person training in the
approach. Clinicians received feedback from experts based
on audio recordings of treatment sessions rated for adherence to the manuals using standardized fidelity scales as part
of the certification process. Clinicians also had access to a
series of training videos that demonstrated implementation
of IRT skills, also used to train new clinicians. See Mueser
et al. [19] for more detailed information regarding treatment
fidelity.
One of the standard modules for IRT, and the primary
focus of this paper, was the assessment and goal-setting
module, which is the first standard module and is designed
to be completed immediately following a brief orientation
to IRT. As described above, in this module, the client and
therapist work together to develop a personalized definition
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of recovery or wellness based on what the concept means to
the client, and based on that what changes the person would
like to see in their life. Because IRT training recommends
completing this module in four–six sessions (e.g., roughly
one session each covering personal definition of recovery,
satisfaction with areas of life, identification of personal
strengths, and initiation of goal pursuit), we defined adequate
exposure to goal setting as at least four sessions. While the
NAVIGATE program as a whole focused on helping clients
achieve their personal goals for participating in treatment,
more time was devoted to goal setting and follow-through on
goals in IRT than any of the other interventions. In addition,
IRT clinicians routinely shared information about clients’
goals, progress, and challenges with other members of the
NAVIGATE team during weekly meetings.

Community care
Community Care (CC) represented routine treatment offered
by participating sites. No additional training or supervision was provided; the research team was involved only in
assessment procedures. While there was likely substantial
variability in intervention content across CC sites, receipt
of goal-focused, individual therapy sessions was relatively
uncommon (roughly 30–40% of CC participants endorsed
receiving such intervention content in any given 30-day
period across the first 12 months of the study, compared to
roughly 60–80% of those in NAVIGATE) [21].

Measures
Diagnostic (Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV
[SCID]; [22]) and outcome assessment (Quality of Life
Scale [QLS]; [9]) interviews were conducted using video
conferencing completed by trained, masked raters and delivered in a remote, centralized location.
The QLS—the primary outcome measure of RAISEETP—measures general motivation, social functioning
(Interpersonal relations), and engagement in life roles and
activities (Instrumental role function) over the past month.
Each item is rated from 0 (most severe impairment) to 6 (no
impairment). The QLS was completed every 6 months for
those enrolled in the program. Outcome domains were based
on items of the original subscales identified in a recent factor
analysis of the QLS [23]. The motivation domain included
the following items: sense of purpose, motivation, curiosity, anhedonia, time utilization, commonplace activities, and
capacity for emotional engagement with the interviewer.
Social participation was assessed using seven items from
the full scale (also identified in factor analysis): intimate
interactions, active acquaintances, social activity, involved
social network, social initiatives, social withdrawal, and
socio-sexual relations. Finally, role functioning was assessed
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with three of the original items: extent of role functioning,
level of accomplishment, and degree of underemployment.
Cognitive functioning was assessed at baseline and oneand two-year follow-ups at each treatment site with the Brief
Assessment of Cognition in Schizophrenia (BACS [24]).
Participants also completed on a monthly basis the Services
Utilization Recording Form (SURF; [25]), which documents
recent use of health care services.

Analyses
First, we examined distributions of variables of interest for
skewness/kurtosis and the presence of outliers. We removed
any significant univariate (> 3 SDs from mean) and multivariate (> 1.0 Cook’s d) outliers from the analysis. We then
tested group differences in baseline variables between participants exposed to four or more goal-setting IRT sessions
(exposed) and those in CC to determine potential covariates
in our primary multivariate analyses.
Following the above preliminary analyses, we ran mixedeffect linear regression models with group (exposed vs. CC),
time, and the group-by-time interaction as predictors of
motivation, role functioning, and social functioning. Outcomes were modeled across all available time points (i.e.,
baseline, 6- and 12-month follow-ups). For primary analyses, we were most interested in the group-by-time interaction, which indicated the group difference (exposed vs. CC)
in outcomes across the three time points.
We included BACS to control for the potential impact of
cognition on outcomes of interest. To account for general
exposure to mental health care during the trial, we included
the total number of visits for all mental health-related treatment (from the SURF) as a covariate in the analyses. Types
of care included visits with the following providers: psychiatrist, nurse practitioner, supported education and employment specialist, peer counselor, alcohol or drug counselor,
community mental health center worker, day or partial hospital provider, psychosocial rehabilitation facility provider,
or other mental health provider (unspecified). We summed
all visits occurring within the first 12 months of enrollment
in RAISE-ETP.
Next, we ran parallel mixed models that included those
exposed to three or fewer goal-focused IRT sessions (unexposed) compared to those in CC to rule out potential alternative explanations of the primary findings. Finally, as a
sensitivity analysis, we examined general exposure to IRT
sessions as a predictor of motivation and psychosocial functioning, comparing those with at least 12 sessions of IRT in
the first 12 months (median number of sessions across those
assigned to NAVIGATE treatment sites) to those in CC. We
ran all mixed models with treatment site clustering.
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Results
Descriptive statistics of the total sample (goal-setting
exposed and CC), and differences at baseline between
groups, are provided in Table 11. There were a higher proportion of males and people of Hispanic/Latinx ethnicity
in the group of IRT participants exposed to the goal setting
module than in the CC group. In addition, those assigned to
CC had higher QLS Instrumental role functioning scores at
baseline but had fewer other mental health visits in the first
12 months of the study compared to those in the exposed
group. Thus, in addition to baseline cognition, we included
gender, ethnicity, and other mental health visits as covariates
in the mixed-model analyses.
Significant group-by-time interactions in the primary
mixed-model analyses supported the hypotheses that exposure to four or more goal-focused IRT sessions was associated with greater improvements in both motivation (b
(SE) = − 0.11 (0.05), p = 0.018) and role functioning (b
(SE) = − 0.19 (0.08), p = 0.026) across the three time points,
compared to CC; effects were not observed for social functioning (b (SE) = − 0.08 (0.06), p = 0.174) (see Table 2 and
Figs. 1, 2 and 3). Parallel models comparing participants
with fewer than four goal-setting sessions to those in CC
showed no group differences in motivation or role functioning over time (Group × Time interaction estimates: motivation: b (SE) = − 0.53 (0.41), p = 0.203; role functioning:
b (SE) = − 0.46 (0.32), p = 0.150). In sum, these findings
suggest that adequate exposure to IRT goal-setting sessions
contributed to specific improvement in motivation and role
functioning, but not social functioning, compared to those
in CC.
In the sensitivity analysis comparing clients in NAVIGATE who participated in 12 or more IRT sessions in the
first year (n = 107) to clients in CC, no specific association
was found between general exposure to IRT and improvement in motivation (Group × Time interaction estimate:
b (SE) = − 0.08 (0.05), p = 0.089). There was, however, a
significant Group × Time interaction for role functioning
(b (SE) = − 0.21 (0.09), p = 0.018), suggesting that general
exposure to IRT sessions was associated with significantly
greater improvement in role functioning compared to CC.

1

We also compared those in the NAVIGATE group who received
fewer than four goal module IRT sessions (i.e., not exposed) to those
who were exposed on clinical and demographic characteristics. There
were no differences in age, gender, ethnicity, or QLS scores between
the two exposure groups; however, the exposed group had slightly
higher baseline cognition as measured by average BACS subscale
scores (37.51 vs. 35.52, p = 0.04).
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Table 1  Study sample characteristics, variable descriptive statistics, and group differences at baseline

Demographics
Age
Gender: Male
Race
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian
Black or African American
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
White
Ethnicity: Hispanic or Latinx
Outcome variables*
QLS motivation baseline
QLS motivation 6 months
QLS motivation 12 months
QLS interpersonal relationships baseline
QLS interpersonal relationships 6 months
QLS interpersonal relationships 12 months
QLS instrumental role function Baseline
QLS instrumental role function 6 months
QLS instrumental role function 12 months
Additional variables
BACS t scores baseline
Total mental health visits (SURF) months
0–12
IRT sessions (exposed group only) months
0–12

Total Mean
(SD)/%
(n = 310)

CC baseline Mean IRT goal exposed
(SD)/% (n = 180) baseline Mean (SD)/%
(n = 130)

t or chi-square for
baseline group differences

p

23.17 (5.09)
71.6%

23.01 (4.82)
66.7%

23.41 (5.45)
78.5%

4.5%
2.9%
40.3%
0.0%
52.3%
16.5%

3.3%
2.8%
49.4%
0.0%
44.4%
10.0%

6.2%
3.1%
27.7%
0.0%
63.1%
25.4%

− 0.69
5.17
15.23

0.49
0.02
< 0.01

13.00

< 0.01

2.90 (0.99)
3.19 (1.06)
3.19 (1.01)
2.39 (1.16)
2.78 (1.38)
2.87 (1.29)
1.43 (1.68)
2.27 (1.94)
2.11 (1.79)

2.96 (1.03)

2.82 (0.94)

1.27

0.20

2.43 (1.15)

2.34 (1.17)

0.67

0.51

1.68 (1.73)

1.08 (1.54)

3.20

< 0.01

37.11 (7.43)
38.19 (44.01)

36.83 (7.51)
27.51 (43.87)

37.51 (7.32)
53.05 (39.82)

− 0.80
− 5.26

0.43
< 0.01

17.55 (9.33)

BACS brief assessment of cognition in schizophrenia; IRT individual resiliency training; QLS quality of life scale; SURF service utilization
report form
*n’s range from 310 at baseline to 209 at 12-month follow-up

Table 2  Mixed-effect models with QLS motivation, role functioning, and social functioning as outcomes (baseline, 6, 12 months)
Motivation

Intercept
IRT goals exposure
Gender
Ethnicity
Baseline cognition (BACS)
Time
Mental health visits (SURF)
IRT goals exposure by time

Role functioning

Social functioning

b

SE

t

p

b

SE

t

p

b

SE

t

p

1.153
0.232
0.155
0.094
0.041
0.144
0.002
− 0.111

0.234
0.146
0.083
0.107
0.005
0.035
0.001
0.047

4.926
1.596
1.865
0.873
7.765
4.162
2.212
− 2.370

0.000
0.116
0.063
0.383
0.000
0.000
0.027
0.018

− 0.374
0.801
0.226
0.232
0.035
0.328
0.001
− 0.187

0.441
0.312
0.150
0.197
0.010
0.062
0.002
0.084

− 0.849
2.566
1.507
1.179
3.699
5.305
0.849
− 2.232

0.397
0.013
0.132
0.239
0.000
0.000
0.396
0.026

0.641
0.165
0.154
0.176
0.041
0.185
0.001
− 0.081

0.294
0.177
0.105
0.135
0.007
0.044
0.001
0.060

2.175
0.932
1.465
1.301
6.226
4.181
1.346
− 1.360

0.030
0.355
0.143
0.194
0.000
0.000
0.179
0.174

BACS brief assessment of cognition scale; IRT individual resiliency training; SURF service utilization report form
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Fig. 1  Changes in motivation over time for those exposed to adequate IRT goal-setting sessions compared to community care

Fig. 2  Changes in instrumental role functioning over time for those exposed to adequate IRT goal-setting sessions compared to community care

Discussion
In sum, we found that exposure to four or more goal-focused
IRT sessions in the first year of treatment was associated
with greater improvements in motivation over 12 months
compared to community care. These findings suggest that a
sufficient focus on goal setting in coordinated specialty care
for first-episode psychosis was critical to improving motivation. Importantly, findings were robust to important covariates, such as cognition and demographic variables. In addition, we did not find evidence that improved motivation was
the result of exposure to either IRT sessions generally, or to
other forms of mental health care, increasing confidence in
specificity of the impact of goal setting on motivation.
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The findings are important considering the lack of evidence-based interventions shown to improve motivation in
people with psychosis. Several psychosocial interventions
have been developed that target the broader range of negative
symptoms through the use of strategies such as cognitivebehavioral approaches to challenging defeatist beliefs and
enhancing capacity for anticipatory pleasure [26–28]. While
some research suggests that these interventions improve negative symptoms broadly, their specific impact on motivation
is unclear, in part because the outcome measures used in
these studies are limited in their assessment of motivation
(e.g., the Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms;
[29]). A limitation of these scales is that they conflate the
experience of anhedonia (i.e., limited interest or pleasure in
activities) with psychosocial functioning (i.e., engagement
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Fig. 3  Changes in social functioning over time for those exposed to adequate IRT goal-setting sessions compared to community care

in instrumental roles), making it challenging to disentangle
related constructs that may in fact diverge. Motivation as
assessed by the QLS may provide a better assessment of
qualities of the construct that reflect broader interest and
engagement in a variety of activities that would ostensibly reflect successful goal pursuit. Why would goal setting
have such a specific impact on motivation, and why would
it require four (or more) sessions to adequately accomplish
this? As previously noted, goal setting has a strong evidence base for facilitating behavior change across a variety
of health conditions and behaviors in the general population [10]. Setting goals that are both measurable and personally relevant is thought to support motivation and behavior
change by providing structure to more general wants and
desires, thus facilitating the implementation of changes in
daily life, including potential steps towards goals [30]. Existing evidence suggests, however, that generic goal setting
alone does not contribute to increases in motivation over
time among people with schizophrenia spectrum disorders
(e.g., [15]). The unique focus of IRT goal-setting sessions
on identifying character strengths may provide an added
benefit of enhancing the meaning of recovery goals (viz.
the extent to which goals can be tied to important personal
values and identity). This focus may also serve to increase
confidence that the goal can be achieved, as well as feelings of autonomy related to goal pursuit [31]. Adequate
attention could facilitate the identification of more concrete
steps towards goal achievement, and such greater specificity
could help with monitoring progress and well as taking corrective action/modifying steps when needed. Furthermore,
such attention to goal setting may serve as a proxy for a
more targeted approach to the client and therapist working
collaboratively on these goals over the course of therapy.
The suggested number of sessions dedicated to such activity

likely provided opportunities to narrow in on what was most
meaningful for the client, and how their unique strengths
could be integrated into the process.
Another way in which adequate attention to goal setting
may have led to specific increases in motivation is through
the extent to which they challenged participants. Locke &
Latham (2013) discuss how goals that are more ambitious
and specific lead to higher performance, and identify mechanisms underlying those effects. Such goals are believed to:
(1) orient attention toward them and away from other goals,
(2) mobilize effort, since higher effort is required for more
difficult goals, (3) support persistence, as people will work
longer on such goals, and (4) enhance knowledge or task
strategy—work on the goal may make it clear what additional information and skills are needed to accomplish the
goal. Within the IRT goal module sessions, it is possible that
spending more time on goal setting led to increased assurance that the goals selected were important to the person,
and maximized commitment to goal pursuit.
While role functioning also increased significantly more
over time in the group that received sufficient goal setting
than the CC group, this was also true among those with more
exposure to IRT sessions overall, suggesting a lack of specificity for this outcome. It could be that exposure to other
modules of IRT, including those focused on relapse prevention and developing resiliency, had as large or larger impact
on role functioning as did goal-setting sessions. However,
given more exposure to goal setting should be related to
higher rates of participation in the treatment as a whole,
it is difficult to disentangle exposure to goal setting from
other IRT modules. Another possibility is that more focus
on goal setting may have contributed to greater exposure
to IRT, as setting more specific and ambitious goals might
have increased effort and willingness to complete more IRT
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sessions overall. It is also important to note that NAVIGATE
included a Supported Employment and Education (SEE)
specialist who focused specifically on role functioning for
clients with a work or school goal; SEE-focused sessions
would ostensibly be most directly associated with changes in
role functioning. Furthermore, role functioning was significantly lower at baseline in participants exposed to sufficient
goal-setting sessions than it was in those in CC. Thus, it is
unclear if changes in role functioning over time were due
to specific intervention content or to general improvements
during the recovery period following an initial psychotic
episode across both groups, or a combination of the two.
A lack of specific impact on social functioning among
those adequately exposed to IRT goal-setting sessions relative to community care may reflect the critical importance
of targeted approaches for this domain of functioning. Social
functioning shows relative stability outside the context of
targeted interventions in longitudinal studies (e.g., [32]).
Although assistance in social goal setting could support the
development and improvement of interpersonal relationships, its impact on social functioning in a more targeted
approach, such as an intervention focusing primarily on
social skills training, might be stronger. Indeed, in a recent
analysis of social and occupational outcomes in RAISEETP, levels of motivation were unrelated to social functioning six months later [5], suggesting that enhancing motivation via goal setting may not be sufficient to effect change
in social outcomes. Future work could focus on the extent
to which adequate exposure to skills-based or other, more
targeted approaches to social functioning would impact these
outcomes more directly.
A limitation of the current findings is that while we
accounted for important covariates (e.g., cognition, exposure to other mental health care), and performed sensitivity analyses that suggested findings were not due to general
exposure to IRT sessions, participants were not randomly
assigned to varying rates of exposure to goal-setting sessions
within IRT. As such, there are other potential explanations
for our findings. It is possible, for example, that exposure
to adequate goal-setting sessions was due to therapist factors (e.g., more importance placed on these sessions), or
that participants who received adequate exposure differed in
other unmeasured ways (e.g., they showed more interest in
discussing recovery goals with their therapist). Future work
could use more experimental approaches to understanding
the impact of goal setting on motivation over time.
In sum, findings of the current study suggest that adequate exposure to goal-setting sessions early on in psychosocial treatment for first-episode psychosis may have beneficial
impact on motivation over time. Such findings imply that
providers could potentially improve motivation for in their
clients if they dedicate an adequate number of early sessions
to setting recovery goals.
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